
Directory Services
Past, present and future

We all know this term, Directory Services. But do we really remember what does it means when we talk about it?
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As a system and network administrator, I work a lot on topics related to OS X, OS X Server, security and scaling.


You can usually find my in the usual suspects for topics related to OS X Server like Security, Network Architecture, SmartCard Services, Reverse Engineering and 
Hacking.
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I’m also a hobbyist software developer. I’ve created tools like Hello IT, ARD Inspector, Mobile Certificates and Radius/VPN Admin Tools.



Directory Services
Past, present and future

So, Directory Services? What popups in your mind when you hear this term?



What’s your work?

Let’s start with a real simple question: what’s your work?



You might think your work is to manage devices like Mac, iPhone, iPad… Or maybe even servers. But in reality, your work is to manage users and help them to do their 
work. Devices are just tools for the end user.



So in reality, you manage users and their toolset. And to do so, you want to provide a set of devices made for their work.



What’s the user’s work?

So, you know your work, but do you know your users’ work?



User’s work isn’t to use those devices. User’s work is to produce some value via those devices. For example, this can consist of receiving an e-mail from a customer 
asking to work on confidential documents that might need to be shared after a while with some other people to be finally published on a web portal and then archived in 
whatever service you use.



I’m Hari Seldon!

But to do so, our user here, Hari Seldon, need to prove its identity to all those services



Who’s accessing my data?

Who’s behind those devices?

Again, all you’re trying to do is to manage the user, and more over, the user identity



Why is it so important to manage the identity?

But, what’s so important about user identity?



Who’s accessing my data?

Who’s behind those devices?

What’s the authorization level?

Which accounts should be provisioned?

Those two sentence can be said in a more interesting way



What’s the authorization level?

Which accounts should be provisioned?

Identity from the service point of view is what will allow you to protect your data

And from a device point of view, it will allow you to configure the device for the user



What’s the Directory Service bill of functionalities?

Let’s do something we forgot a lot in IT: a bill of functionalities



Users

RolesLists

Authentication

In the most abstract way, a Directory Services must allow me to manage my users, to groups them in different lists, to define their role in the organization and finally, to 
provide a way to authenticate them.



Users

RolesLists

Authentication

Yellow Pages

Mailling List

Data Protection

Yellow Pages
Roles

Mailling List

Based on this set of informations, an e-mail service restrict access to authorized users only, can fetch user’s info on the yellow page service and can convert lists and 
roles into mailling list



Users

RolesLists

Authentication

Rights Holder

Available Projects

Data Protection

Authorization Level

A file sharing service restrict access to authorized users only, display share points based on lists and determine authorisation level based on roles.



Users

RolesLists

Authentication

Who’s here?

Configurations

Device Protection

Restrictions

For the end points like a Mac, the management tools will use lists of users to provide automated configuration, roles to restrict users’ capabilities. Reporting will be used 
to know who used which device and when.



Users

RolesLists

Authentication

Who’s here?

Configurations

Device Protection

Restrictions

And the same with iOS devices for example.



How did it use to work?

Those was the set of functionalities Directory Service must bring. Now let’s take a look at how we used them for now.



LDAP
LDAP

LDAP

Until now, Directory Service mean LDAP. Everything was using LDAP to talk with the directory and consume informations.



LDAP was used for: storing identities

So, since this time, LDAP was used to store identities and expose them to third part services



LDAP was used for: authenticating users

But a list of identity isn’t enough, we need a way to authenticate them. So LDAP was also used to challenge the user to prove its identity.



LDAP was used for: providing location services

LDAP was also used to provide location services, like printers’ list.



LDAP was used for: storing restrictions

In some case, we even used LDAP to store restrictions, like sudoers via LDAP or simply MCX



LDAP was used for: providing configurations

And the same for configuration, MCX was stored in LDAP records and combined by the managed client to set e-mails accounts for example.



Here is the RFC of the current LDAP revision.



Can you see the release date?



1997

HTTP/1.1 is specified in RFC 2616 and officially released

The PNG standard is introduced

google.com domain name is registered ATA-3 is approved by ANSI

Internet Explorer 3.0 for the Macintosh

Winamp is released

Intel Pentium II is introduced

Apple introduces the first Power Macintosh G3 desktop

Apple releases Mac OS 8.0CD-RW are introduced

The Symbian mobile operating system is released by Nokia

Microsoft invests $150 million in Apple Computer

Here is some events happened in 1997…



How does it work now?

But now, things has changed a little.



Cloud Internal

Mobile Always Mobile

We still have and need a directory service. But we consume a lot of cloud services in addition to some internal services who are still here. Our computers are mobile and 
we also have a new class of devices who are always mobile. 



Cloud Internal

Mobile Always Mobile

LDAP

LDAP

LDAP  
with cache

SAML
DB Sync

EMM

LDAP

MDM MDM

Plus a brand new set of protocols and tools who add some complexity to our interaction schema.



Cloud Internal

Mobile Always Mobile

LDAP

LDAP

NoMAD 
Unmanaged users’ profile 

Kerberos client only

SAML
DB Sync

EMM

LDAP

MDM MDM

We even have solution who push us to unmanage endpoints users’ profile! This introduce some weaknesses like identity lock isn’t global. And the same weakness 
happen when you’ve a DB Sync scenario (like Google Apps Directory Sync).



LDAP is used for: storing identities*
*but needs to replicate information on third party DB

So now, LDAP is still used to store identities, but it might not be the only datastore



LDAP is used for: authenticating users*
*with third party synced DB or via SAML/MDM protocol

Is still used to authenticate users but maybe not directly



LDAP is used for: storing restrictions*
*for some devices, when for others it’s in the MDM

Is still used to store restrictions for some devices or services but not for all



LDAP is used for: providing configurations*
*for some devices, when for others it’s in the MDM

Is still used to provide configurations for some devices or services but not for all



What’s SAML?

Maybe you know this term under the name of ADFS, OAuth, etc.



You’ve already used it when using Twitter/Google/Facebook/Github as login provider for your third part service.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_Assertion_Markup_Language

And the most valuable thing to understand: the third part service provider never see the credentials

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_Assertion_Markup_Language


How do you get SAML?

So, how do you get that?



How do you get SAML?

AD FS DaaS Provider

Native (and costless for now) 
support for SAML built into 

Windows Server

Per user price, cloud based directory service. 
As the main directory of your corp or a replica

Two main solutions exists. If you’ve an AD and know how to use it correctly, AD FS is the answer. Aside of that, a lot of third part provider offer online solutions to 
replicate your directory services and provide SAML services.



How do you get SAML?

AD FS DaaS Provider

Native (and costless for now) 
support for SAML built into 

Windows Server

AD

AD RO

AD FS

Dropbox

LDAP

LDAP

SAML

LAN

DMZ

Internet

Password Storage AD

DaaS

Dropbox

LAN

Internet
Custom

SAML

Per user price, cloud based directory service. 
As the main directory of your corp or a replica

If we take a look at those two scenarios, there is some security impact that must be known.



What if?

But what if we take a look at this DaaS scenario and push it further



How do you get SAML?

AD FS DaaS Provider

Native (and costless for now) 
support for SAML built into 

Windows Server

AD

AD RO

AD FS

Dropbox

LDAP

LDAP

SAML

LAN

DMZ

Internet

Password Storage AD

DaaS

Dropbox

LAN

Internet
Custom

SAML

Per user price, cloud based directory service. 
As the main directory of your corp or a replica

Let’s take a look



AD

DaaS

Dropbox

LAN

Internet

And maybe we can just remove the AD here?



DaaS

Dropbox

And use this DaaS as our main directory



DaaS

Dropbox

?

SAML

And in this case, why not connecting our endpoints to this directory? Like that we’ve a central directory service, simple to used, always on (if we accept passwords on 
the cloud).



How will it work then?

So, if we consider seriously this idea, how it will work?



Cloud Internal

Mobile Always Mobile

We still have our same context of directory with endpoints and services



Cloud Internal

Mobile Always Mobile

REST - SAML - MDM

SAML REST

MDM+REST MDM

And we need exchange protocol. With some smartness we can come back to the original exchange schema. After all, why a modern directory services couldn’t bring 
MDM services? And regarding native exchange protocol with endpoints, why not moving to something widely known now, REST.



MDM+REST

So let’s consider this subpart. MDM + REST API between Mac and Directory Services.



Users Provisioning

Offline usage

Easy to secure network protocol

We could use this to provide modern behaviours like users provisioning, scenario made for offline and online usage, not just online like LDAP, and using HTTPS and 
REST, it became way more simple to secure than LDAP with ACL.



Users Provisioning

Hey! Here is a user identity, be ready to use it, 
even offline. And keep me updated when the 

password changes! I will do the same :-)

Users provisioning is the most interesting part for me. For now, it’s your mac who sync directory info when the user consumes it. If we change everything, why not 
changing the order of operations? Why a directory services couldn’t push identities to the endpoint? And when a password change, maybe the information could be 
spread on all devices?


This will require some kind of agent on the Mac, but will be possible.



What about <DaaS provider>?

Maybe you think « GizmoCloud » is providing this. 



No name bashing

I wont name any provider



But

But



Workaround-based implementation for macOS

No built-in MDM

Cloud based only

Major issues with FileVault

Early stage

Most of them have an agent not playing really well with the system, closer to a hack than a production ready setup. Most of them have unacceptable issue with FileVault 
where boot password go out of sync with real users password. All of them for now are cloud only, so nobody serious about security will consider them, and none of them 
has MDM built-in. Some have MDM bolted-on via partnership with existing MDM provider, but it’s not integrated.



So?

So?



Next gen directory? Bill of functionalities?

Built-in MDM

Built-in patch management

Help to make distinction between list and role

Secure by design

Enforce good practices

Native endpoint integration

Here is, what I think, should be the bill of functionalities for a next gen directory service. We need MDM and patch management built-in the directory service. We need a 
directory service that offer guided access to help us to do things correctly be default. And we need something which work seamlessly with our endpoints. User 
experience on the Mac must not change.



So?



EasyLogin Project

www.easylogin.pro

As a extra for of this talk, I would like to introduce a new project, EasyLogin.

http://www.easylogin.pro


Open Source

Native macOS integration

Already supports FileVault without any issues

EasyLogin Project

Unlike some vendors in this market, we deeply think IT solutions aren’t trustable if not Open Source. We already created a native integration for macOS that allow us to 
manage identities on the device without any UX change, and work seamlessly with FileVault, like any LDAP or AD based directory.



CouchDB + Stateless Swift server

Works on IBM Bluemix

Or any Cloud Foundry hosting

EasyLogin Project

We use CouchDB as main datastore, andthe server itself is written in Swift, using IBM framework. Server itself is stateless, so 100% scalable.

It already runs on IBM Bluemix and compatible with any hosting solution compatible with Cloud Foundry, even internals one.



Demo

I would like to give a quick demo of where we’re now.



100% free source code

Paid professional services

Paid managed hosting

EasyLogin Project

When you select a solution, it’s important to know the business model behind. Code base will be 100% free, and we will offer professional services (ourself and via 
validated consultants) for anyone who need help for private deployment. And we will offer SaaS solution for anyone who trust us for the hosting and just want to 
consume the service itself.



Free source code,  
as beer and speech

EasyLogin Project

Today*

*macOS agent source code will be free but released later to protect our 
advantage against other commercial solutions until server side is done.

https://github.com/EasyLoginProject

Code base will be open source, most of it already it. 

The only codebase who will be published later concern the macOS agent, we used some smartness in this point and don’t want to give it to our competitor before being 
ready for production on others parts of this system.

https://github.com/EasyLoginProject


EasyLogin Project

Code publication for Server + Admin UI

Munki server

DEP + MDM

Code publication for macOS agent 

Paid services available

ISO functionalities for Windows

In term of roadmap, we have now published the server and admin UI. We will know work on DEP + MDM integration, and we will implement a munki server. As soon as 
those steps are done, macOS agent source code will be published and commercial offer will be available.

And then we will work on ISO functionalities for Windows.



?
www.easylogin.pro

http://www.easylogin.pro


Related talks

Subject Presenter Room Date

Mac User and Device 
Management for the 

Cloud-Forward Enterprise
JumpCloud 205 Friday, 

9:00am



Thank you !
bit.ly/psumac2017-208 
www.easylogin.pro

https://bit.ly/psumac2017-208
http://www.easylogin.pro

